Pace demonstrates endtoend solutions for broadcast
and broadband service providers at IBC 2014
10 September 2014

Pace plc, a global leader for digital TV and broadband technologies, will be demonstrating their endto
end portfolio of hardware, software, network equipment and support solutions for service providers at
booth B19 in Hall 1 at IBC 2014 in Amsterdam, September 1216.
Pace’s IBC 2014 demonstrations give attendees a comprehensive view of their product offerings and
support strategies: customer premise equipment (CPE) for cable, satellite, and telecommunications
operators; the complete range of Pace’s delivery and access network equipment; and the advanced
device software required to deliver leading edge services. The entire endtoend offering is managed
by Pace’s award winning ‘ECO’ suite of services, which provide end user support, network monitoring,
and subscriber management.
Examples of the solutions being presented at IBC include:
Network equipment for optical transport with remote management and monitoring from Pace ECO
Cost effective network upgrade options including fiber to the premises using PON and RFoG
paired with Pace CPE
Video and data CPE including: 4K UltraHD media gateways, IP Clients, DVRs, wireless settops,
HD zappers, DOCSIS® eMTAs, DSL gateways and home networking peripherals
‘Elements’ wholehome platform with Pace’s latest user interface technologies and graphical tools
giving operators the ability to create and control consistent experiences across multiple devices
Pace’s widely deployed RDK media servers and IP clients alongside ‘Elements’ RDK 2.0 compliant
software for DVB markets.
A full range of device software solutions: Pace’s ‘Helium’ gateway software; Pace’s ‘Tungsten’
middleware and preintegrated video solution; alongside many partner middleware options
Pace’s complete Over the Top (OTT) solution for operators including content ingestion, discovery,
and transactions securely delivered to both service provider CPE and customer owned devices
(e.g. tablets and smart phones)
Pace’s ‘Titanium’ Universal Rights Management system providing content protection and key
management across managed and unmanaged devices from a single platform
Pace’s ECO ‘Monitor’ and ‘Manage’ service management tools allowing operators to remotely
monitor and manage all the devices in the home
Complete end user call centre services using ECO ‘Agent’ and ‘Assist’ to help service providers
deliver best in class, outsourced and insourced customer support
Mike Pulli, Pace CEO, commented “Pace is delivering leading edge solutions for a wide range of

service providers around the world. Whether they’re looking to launch their first broadcast service,
increase network capacity, improve customer service, or introduce new services like UltraHD: we can
help. With Pace’s endtoend, interconnected solutions we offer solutions to the many facets of a
service provider’s business, giving them complete control over their network and their subscriber’s
experience.”
About Pace
Pace (LSE: PIC) is a leading provider of technology solutions to the PayTV and Broadband industries.
With a broad portfolio of customer premise equipment, network solutions, and software and services,
Pace empowers service providers to simply and costeffectively innovate at the speed they want, to
define the evolution of their networks, and all in the way they want for their subscribers. Pace has
built up its experience and expertise over 30 years and this is recognized by a customer base of over
200 operators around the globe.
Headquartered in the UK, Pace operates in markets across the world, and employs around 2300
people in locations that also include the USA, France, India, and China. For further information, visit:
www.pace.com.
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